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The objet LBQS 1432{0033 was deteted as a atalysmi variable (CV) of unknowntype by C. Berg during the ourse of his QSO (Quasi Stellar Objets) spetrosopisurvey (Berg et al. 1992). He reported 1432{0033 at a quiesent magnitude of B = 18:m5,and showing typial emission lines. He also was the �rst to point out the resemblaneto the dwarf novae HT Cas and U Gem. The J2000.0 oordinates for 1432{0033 are� = 14h35m00:s14, Æ = �00Æ46007:000 (Downes et al. 1997), while astrometry by Henden(2000) yields a position of � = 14h35m00:s24, Æ = �00Æ46005:008 (J2000.0).Here we report di�erential time-series photometry of 1432{0033 during the June 2000outburst, by two observatories from the Center for Bakyard Astrophysis. We detetedsuperhumps with a period of 0:d078� 0:d002 and also found elipses in 1432{0033, yieldingan orbital period of 0:d07273� 0:d00001. Our observations �rmly establish 1432{0033 as agenuine elipsing SU UMa-type dwarf nova.The �rst deteted outburst of 1432-033 was observed visually by Stubbings (1999a) on1999, May 10.446 UT with a reported magnitude ofmv = 15:0. The outburst, presumablya superoutburst, lasted at least 10 days (Stubbings 1999b). A next outburst was reportedby Shmeer (2000), who found the objet around 14:m5 on un�ltered CCD images takenwith the Iowa Roboti Observatory (IRO 2000) telesope on 2000, April 06.378 UT. While1432{0033 was still faint on an image taken on April 04.378 UT, it was learly rising onApril 05.376 UT. This outburst was probably a normal, faint outburst, as indiated byvisual observations (Peare 2000). 1432{0033 was again reported in outburst at a visualmagnitude of mv = 14:9, on 2000, June 24.419 UT (Stubbings 2000). For the �rst time,this outburst was monitored intensively by CCD photometry, the results of whih aredisussed below.The shortest likely interval between outbursts of 1432{0033 is about 79 days. Themaximum superoutburst yle, derived from the above observations, is about 411 days,although there is a high likelihood that the true superyle value will be smaller. More in-tensive monitoring of 1432{0033 will be required to further re�ne this value. The outburstamplitude is about 4 magnitudes.Upon noti�ation of the outburst of 1432{0033, a small observing ampaign waslaunhed by the Center for Bakyard Astrophysis (CBA). The CBA is a multi-longitudenetwork of professional and amateur astronomers (Patterson 1998), who study periodi
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Table 1: Log of photometryUT Date JD Start1 Length (hr) Telesope2 Points26 June 2000 1722.4075 2.33 1 7428 June 2000 1724.4007 2.09 1 4729 June 2000 1724.9994 0.95 2 11130 June 2000 1725.7665 5.89 2 6121 2,450,000+2 (1) = CBA Belgium, 0.35-m; (2) = CBA Pakuranga, 0.25-m

phenomena in atalysmi variables. Target ampaigns and results of the CBA are reg-ularly reviewed on the CBA Web site (http://www.astro.bio2.edu/ba). The CBA am-paign on 1432{0033 aumulated 11.3 hours of overage over 4 nights and 844 datapoints.Details are listed in Table 1.Time-resolved and di�erential (variable� omparison) CCD photometry of 1432{0033was started at CBA Belgium on June 26, 2000, using a 0.35-m f=6:3 Shmidt{Cassegraintelesope, mounted on an AstroTehniek FM-98 German equatorial mount, and equippedwith an SBIG ST-7 CCD amera (Kodak KAF-0400 CCD for imaging and Texas In-struments TC211 CCD for guiding). For a omplete desription of the CBA BelgiumObservatory equipment and software, see Vanmunster et al. (2000). We used GSC 4984691 (12:m7) as the omparison star, whose onstany was on�rmed by other hek stars.Camera ontrol, telesope guiding and photometri imaging were all done using MaxImDL/CCD (Cyanogen Produtions In.). Images were stored as FITS �les and were or-reted for standard debiasing and at �elding. Data redution was ompleted using thepro�le �tting algorithm (PSF) of MIPS (Buil et al. 1993), immediately following imageaquisition, allowing inoming observations of 1432{0033 to be monitored in a quasi-real-time mode. This approah revealed the real-time development of superhumps in thesystem and allowed the immediate lassi�ation of the objet as a new SU UMa-typeatalysmi variable (Vanmunster 2000).Further observations at CBA Belgium and CBA Pakuranga were obtained over thenext nights (Table 1), allowing a more detailed analysis of the superhump period. Afterremoving linear trends in the light urve, we performed a period analysis using the PhaseDispersion Minimization PDM method (Stellingwerf 1978). The resulting theta diagramis shown in Figure 1. The best superhump period is 0:d078 � 0:d002. Given the ratherlimited amount of observations and the baseline of 5 nights only, we ould not derive amore aurate superhump period value. The superhump full amplitude was about 0:m2.Next to the detetion of superhumps, we also found elipses in 1432{0033, as shownin Figure 2, that depits CBA Pakuranga observations between JD 2451725.77 and JD2451726.01. Observations at this observatory were made with a 0.25-m f=10 Shmidt{Cassegrain telesope and SBIG ST-6 CCD amera. There are only a very limited numberof SU UMa-type atalysmi variables exhibiting elipses. Yet, they provide the uniqueopportunity to reonstrut the brightness distribution of the aretion disk from the ob-served light urve, and to study the evolution of the aretion disk struture over time.Elipses in 1432{0033 had a more or less symmetri pro�le and an average duration of 23minutes. The elipses showed an average depth of 0.6{0.7 magnitudes.
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Figure 1. Period analysis of 1432{0033.

Figure 2. Elipses in the light urve of 1432{0033.
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Over the ourse of the outburst, we were able to make 6 useful mid-elipse timingsof 1432{0033. From these, we derived an orbital period of 0:d07273 � 0:d00001. We alsoderived a helioentri mid-elipse ephemeris :T = JD 2451725:03349 + 0:d072727� E� 0:00053 � 0:000013where E is the yle number.The superhump exess value " = (Psh � Porb)=Porb, where Psh and Porb denote thesuperhump and orbital period, respetively, is 7.8 perent. Knowing that typial " valuesare around 2 to 3 perent, the high " value for 1432{0033 is likely to be explained by theunertainty of the Psh value.A next superoutburst of 1432{0033, hopefully during a better visibility season, willprobably allow a more aurate determination of the superhump period (and hene the"), and in addition, provides a great opportunity to study the elipses and aretion diskstruture in full detail.Aknowledgements. We are grateful to the Center for Bakyard Astrophysis for theirontinuous support in our stellar CCD photometry researh work.
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